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 ► Fabrics BA5: Unit B2 (TLS #3) 
Step 1: Cut (2) 3-3/4” by 42” strips and stack facing right-side 
up on your cutting table from Fabric BA5. 

Step 2: Unit B2 (TLS #3) is placed onto the strips as shown. Cut 
(4) pieces, matching the size and shape of the TLS. (One TLS yields 
enough pieces to make (2) Unit B2).

Step 3:  Stack (4) pieces under the TLS. A paper clip is used to 
clip each section to the fabric to keep the template pieces from 
moving in the cutting process. 

Step 4: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper 
on each Cut Line to separate the individual sections. Place the 
individual template pieces and fabric beneath with the Unit B2 
Foundation Papers in Bag #BA2.

 ► Fabrics BA6: Unit B2 (TLS #2)
Step 1: Cut (2) 4-1/2” by 42” strips and stack facing right-side 
up on your cutting table from Fabric BA6. 

Step 2: Unit B2 (TLS #2) is placed onto the strips as shown. Cut 
(4) pieces, matching the size and shape of the TLS. (One TLS yields 
enough pieces to make (2) Unit B2).

Step 3: Stack (4) pieces under the TLS. A paper clip is used to 
clip each section to the fabric to keep the template pieces from 
moving in the cutting process. 

Step 4: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper 
on each Cut Line to separate the individual sections. Place the 
individual template pieces and fabric beneath with the Unit B2 
Foundation Papers in Bag #BA2.
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 ► Fabrics BA7: Unit B2 (TLS #4) 
Step 1: Cut (1) 4-1/2” by 42” strip and place facing right-side up 
on your cutting table from Fabric BA7. 

Step 2: Unit B2 (TLS #4) is placed onto the strip as shown. Cut 
(2) pieces, matching the size and shape of the TLS. (One TLS yields 
enough pieces to make (4) Unit B2).

Step 3: Do not subcut the section pieces. Place the fabric pieces 
aside to cut with the Unit B2 (TLS #4), Fabric BA8 pieces below 
in Step 3. 

 ► Fabrics BA8: Unit B2 (TLS #4) 
Step 1: Cut (1) 4-1/2” by 42” strip and place facing right-side up 
on your cutting table from Fabric BA8. 

Step 2: Unit B2 (TLS #4) is placed onto the strip as shown. Cut 
(2) pieces, matching the size and shape of the TLS. (One TLS yields 
enough pieces to make (4) Unit B2).

Step 3: Stack (4) pieces under the TLS. This includes (2) pieces 
cut from Fabric BA7 on top, and (2) pieces cut from Fabric BA8 on 
the bottom. A paper clip is used to clip each section to the fabric 
to keep the template pieces from moving in the cutting process. 

Step 4: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper on 
each Cut Line to separate the individual sections. 

Step 5: Re-sort the fabric stacks into (2) sets with (8) pieces of 
Fabric BA7, and (2) sets of (8) pieces for Fabric BA8.  Then, clip a 
template to the top of each.  Discard any remaining templates.  It 
may be helpful at this point to label each fabric stack with a Section 
#.  One BA7 stack is labeled Sec. 1 and the other is labeled  Sec 7.  
Fabric BA8 are labeled Sec. 4 and Sec. 10.  Place the clipped stacks 
with the Unit B2 Foundation Papers in Bag #BA2.
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